
Mill Pond Realty, Inc.      Winter Rental Properties 

 

The following properties are available for a winter rental approximately November 1 – May 1. 

Utilities not included unless otherwise noted. 

Pet-friendly rentals require a $25 per pet rent each month. 
  

 

Studio Properties 

A Quiet Lad $575 (yard is shared, dog considered) 

Smitten Mitten $1550 (dogs allowed) 

 

1 Bedroom Properties 

Anchors Away $675 

At Ease $675 

Grey Cottage $700 (non-dog pets may be considered) 

Park Side $725 

  

2 Bedroom Properties 

Butler’s Landing $1500 (dog & non-dog pets allowed) 

Frasier’s Cottage $1250 (dogs allowed) 

Raintree (apartment only) $1800 (includes gas, water, 

electric, and wifi) 

Saugatuck Lodge (pool house only) $1650 (ask about utilities) 

(a dog may be considered) 

Sunshine Cottage $1200  

The Gardens Lily $1350 

The Gardens Daisy $1400 (hot tub available at an additional 

cost) 

  

3 Bedroom Properties 

Amazing Bayview $1400  

Aqua Essence $2100 

Bevlyn Cottage $1350 (a dog may be considered) 

Bolton House $2250  

Driftwood $1550 (a dog may be considered) 

Handsome Fellow $1550 (yard is shared, dog considered) 

Hidden Haven $1550 (a dog may be considered, hot tub 

available at an additional cost) 

Lake Effect $1850 (dogs allowed) 

Malabar $1550 (dogs allowed) 

Sunsational $1850 (dogs allowed, hot tub available at an 

additional cost) 

Sunset Wonder $2450 (dogs allowed) 

The Gardens Azalea $1500 

Unwinding Creek $1750 (a dog may be considered) 

 

4 Bedroom Properties 

Art Coast Cottage $1850 

Bootleggers $1500 (dogs allowed) 

Downtown Cottage $1850 (a dog may be considered) 

Gerber House $1550 (dog & non-dog pets allowed) 

Hilltop Oasis $1850 (dogs allowed) 

Laura’s House in the Woods $1950 (dogs allowed) 

Raintree (main house only) $2800 (includes gas, water, 

electric, and wifi) 

Serenity $1650  

 

5+ Bedroom Properties 

Chapman’s Chapter $2450 (dogs allowed) 

Greenbrier $2500  

Murphy’s Landing $2650 (a dog may be considered) 

Pleasant Memories $2800 (dogs allowed, hot tub available at 

an additional cost) 

Raintree $3500 

Saugatuck Lodge (main house only) $3250 (ask about utilities) 

(a dog may be considered) 

Silverberry Acres $2650 (dogs allowed, hot tub available at an 

additional cost) 

The Roost $2250 (a dog may be considered) 

Tuck’s Treasure $2250 (dogs allowed, hot tub available at an 

additional cost) 
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